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S. O. ROBSON

NOTES ON THE EARLY KIDUNG

LITERATURE

Professor P. J. Zoetmulder has already taught us, in his "Survey of
Old Javanese Literature" appropriately entitled Kalangwan, "Beauty"
(Zoetmulder 1974: 151-165), to appreciate the figure of the poet (kawi)
as a man of letters in the setting of his times and culture. Taking his
information from the literature itself, he has given us a picture of the
poet as practitioner of the "cult of beauty", as it flourished in and
around the courts of early Java. And so we are able to catch a glimpse
of a fragile world of particular charm.

It may even be possible to take his account a step further, but in
order to do that it is first necessary to limit the scope of our discussion
in time, and accordingly I wish to devote some comments to the state
of the arts in the Majapahit period (defined roughly as the 14th and
15th centuries). During this time a line of Hindu kings ruled at
Majapahit in East Java.

From surviving works of Old Javanese literature we know diat leading
poets often worked under the patronage of kings or members of the
royal family. Is it perhaps possible to say somediing more about the
nature of the relationship between royalty and the court and the prac-
tice of the arts, including poetry? (It hardly needs to be stressed that
poetry is only one of the arts that were cultivated at court.)

Evidence on this point is to be had from the Old Javanese prose
work Nawanatya. Selections from this have been published by Pigeaud1;
although it is unfortunate that he did not reproduce the whole text,
this contains a passage that is of considerable interest for Javanese
cultural history. The Nawanatya is available apparently in one MS.
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only, Codex Orientalis 5091 of the Leiden University Library, from
the inestimably valuable Lombok collection.

We assume that Pigeaud included the Nawanatya in his work on
the Nagarakrtagama because he feit its information to be relevant to
a description of 14th century Java. Indeed, the word nawanatya does
occur in the Nagarakrtagama (91,8a), in the context of a dramatic
performance in which the king, Hayam Wuruk, took a leading role. It
is by no means certain that this text is referred to there: in fact, in view
of the subject-matter, it is probably not this Nawanatya that is meant.2

However, it is still likely that it dates from the Majapahit period, and
so its information can be taken as relevant to that period.

The Nawanatya claims to contain what a courtier needs to know
before going to court,3 and so it includes details on the duties of the
highest officials in the land. These officials are as follows.

After the apparently merely titular trio of Hino, Sirikan and Halu,
and after the Patih (responsible for the execution of all matters of
practical policy) and the Dhyaksa (responsible for all matters relating
to the spiritual welfare of the king and kingdom), we have the
Tumënggung, Dëmung, Kanuruhan, Rangga (omitted on one list)
and the Juru Pangalasan.

The duties of these five officers are fairly clear. The Tumënggung
is a sort of "Chief of Police", in that he is responsible for law and
order; he has the highest income and the highest status. The Dëmung
is responsible for the entertainment of the court, and the Kanuruhan
is "Master of Ceremonies" or "Earl Marshal"; he and the Dëmung
have equal incomes. The Rangga is responsible for the practice of the
martial arts, and the Juru Pangalasan is in charge of the troops of
guards, including their recruiting, training and commissariat.

I have deliberately avoided the convenient word "minister", as its
implications are misleading. Neither should we refer to an abstract
"State", as this is inappropriate in a Javanese context. Instead, we
should refer to a king ruling in 4 a particular place and served by persons
responsible for certain aspects of life in his house. So the five under
discussion here are personal servants of the king, performing certain
duties for him and rewarded with certain privileges. They are not really
comparable to heads of ministries in a modern bureaucracy.

It is the Dëmung who interests us most here. It would perhaps be
useful to attempt a translation of the relevant passage of the Nawanatya,
despite the difficulties that this offers. (Note that dëmang and dëmung
are apparently variants of the same word.)
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302 S. O. Robson

"The function of the Lord Dëmang is to care for and entertain the
King (with) everything that gives him pleasure. What are the duties
of the Lord Dëmung? He cares for the Seven Tones, singing and dan-
cing, parks, especially outings and the range of natural beauties, pleasure
trips through the countryside; and he designs finery and clothing, he
prepares the pleasures of love (and) the charms of sexual enjoyment;
the making of kakawins, all kinds of instrumental music, especially the
salukat, samahepa and mrdangga, the assembled women, the tawahan (?)
of the officers within and the officers without, the delights of dramatic
performances, threefold, depicting the charms of the women in the
Palace, both the ones inside and those outside, and hunting trips,
pamicakuran (?), the fun of outings, pleasing the women — such are
the qualities of a Dëmung. If there is a man who has these qualities,
he may become Dëmung. His privileges are that he may control the
mounts and carriages of the King, and may wear any attire, and none
shall forbid him; his retainers are three hundred atisangan (?); there
are one thousand villages pertaining to the Dëmung; his salary is two
thousand (strings of cash) daily, flowing from the Palace; his regalia
may be anything made by hand."

In spite of the many obscurities, one can readily get an impression
of the range of activities over which the Dëmung had control. They
included the performing arts: singing, dancing, instrumental music
and drama, excursions to enjoy the beauties of nature, not to mention
hunting; the producing of fine clothing; and the enjoyment of the
company of women. The fact that it was the duty of a high-ranking
official to see to the arrangements for all these things for the pleasure
of the king (and his women) shows us clearly the high regard in which
the arts were held at court.

From the inscriptions it appears that the position of Dëmung as one
of the most prominent officials dates only from the beginning of the
Majapahit period; it is of course also mentioned in die Nagarakrtagama
(10,1c; 10,2b) and in another text called Slokantara, but there is no
evidence that it existed prior to 1294. The extent and nature of the
changes that accompanied the foundation of a new capital at Maja-
pahit are subjects well worth further study.

The range of the Dëmung's duties also tells us something about
the Javanese conception of aesthetics. These are the things that give
pleasure, and diere is, it seems, no incongruity between the enjoyment
of, say, music, poetry, natural scenery and the love of pretty women.
There is in fact no distinction between aesthetic and erotic enjoyment.
Such a view may not be immediately obvious to the Western reader,
but it is familiar from classical India and is fully supported by one's
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reading of the kakawin and kidung literatures equally. Here the vague
yearnings that the scènes of nature, for example, arouse are the longings
of love — the plants and flowers remind one of the charms of a
beloved's hair, eyebrows, breasts or calves, while the bees humming
around the flowers are like lovers murmuring to pretty girls — and of
course the right place to express these feelings is in poetry, perhaps
accompanying one's song on a musical instrument.

As an example of how the Javanese interest in the arts was expressed
in the 14th century, in the field of Hterature one can point to the works
of the poets Tantular and Prapanca, who wrote in Majapahit under
the patronage of the king's relative Ranamanggala and of King Hayam
Wuruk respectively. Two works of Tantular have survived, the kakawins
Arjunawijaya and Sutasoma. The former has recently been edited and
translated into English (Supomo 1977), but the latter, twice as long
and perhaps a later and more sophisticated work, has yet to be
published, despite several attempts. Of these two, Sutasoma is still
much appreciated by Balinese students of Old Javanese because of its
edifying passages. Prapanca's work Desawarnana (more commonly
known as Nagarakrtagama) is now so famous as not to need further
comment: its nature as a contemporary description of the state of the
country under the reign of the illustrious Hayam Wuruk makes it a
goldmine for the historian, although an adequate translation into
English is still lacking.

In comparison with the products of the preceding century, those of
the 15th century are less well known. The Siwaratrikalpa, also known
as Lubdhaka, "The Hunter", was edited and translated in 1969 (Teeuw
et al. 1969). This kakawin is the longest known work of Tanakung,
who wrote it under the patronage of King Suraprabhawa Girindrawang-
saja, as he tells us in Canto 1, stanza 2. This king ruled in Majapahit
for twelve years, 1466-78, under the name Singhawikramawardhana;
Tanakung refers to him as king (bhüpati) and expresses the wish "that
he may continue to be honoured by his subjects", so it seems probable
that the poem was written some time during his reign.

With some reason this work has been admired as a good specimen
of its kind. It shows no striking deviations from the qualities expected
of a kakawin, so that for a long time scholars sought to date it in a
much earlier time. From the story,5 one can see that besides its other
qualities the work has the nature of a polemic: it aims to propagate
the observance of the Night of Siwa. There is no evidence that it was
ever successful in this in Java, although in Bali the observance is not
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unknown, probably thanks to this kakawin. But the question arises as
to the origin of this new, clearly Hindu, doctrine at such a late date,
and the editors of the poem were able to point to Vijayanagar in South
India, where the observance also flourished at that time, and to quote
an extract from the Sanskrit Padmapurana, the text that resembles the
Old Javanese the closest. However this may be, and whether Tanakung
himself travelled to India for study or had an Indian teacher in Java
capable of introducing new ideas to him, at least it is clear that in this
period there was communication between Java and India of such a
kind as to lead to the acceptance of fresh cultural influences.

The Siwaratrikalpa is by no means the only work by Tanakung to
survive, even if it is the greatest. The one second in importance is
called Wrttasancaya or Cakrawakaduta. This is a kind of handbook
on metrics in the form of a charming little story of parted lovers brought
together by a pair of ducks. Each stanza illustrates a different metre,
and Tanakung says (in 2a) that he is interpreting {mrdkrta, the usual
word for paraphrasing Sanskrit in Old Javanese) the (or a) Canda-
sastra, presumably a Sanskrit textbook on prosody, in another place
(109d) called the Pingalasastra. The interesting point is that again
Tanakung seems to have had access to a Sanskrit source; as Zoetmulder
has shown, many of the metres illustrated in the poem had never been
and would never be used in Old Javanese, and on the other hand some
metres common in Old Javanese were not included. Again Tanakung's
efforts at innovation were unsuccessful (Zoetmulder 1974: 113).

Further, there also exists a collection of bhasa (short lyrical kaka-
wins), some of which are explicitly attributed to Tanakung.6 No. 9 in
the collection is entitled Banawa Sëkar (The Flower Boat). This was
published in Kalangwan (Zoetmulder 1974: 506-7). It gives an account
of the offerings made by memfoers of the royal family on the occasion
of a mahdsraddha (celebration held twelve years af ter death, finally
to free the soul from earthly bonds). On the basis of the names given,
Noorduyn7 has been able to identify the deceased and to date the
celebration in 1465, in other words shortly bef ore Suraprabhawa came
to the throne.

No. 10 in the same collection is called Sutasasana and contains the
name of Tanakung. This poem offers instruction on good conduct for
children — a genre that would become prominent in Modern Javanese
literature — and it again uses the term mrdkrta: in one place the work
being interpreted is called Putradharma, in another Putrasasana. The
instructional aim and the appeal to a presumably Sanskrit source seem
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to conform with the pattern of Tanakung's other works.8

Tanakung must have been a remarkable man — a gifted scholar as
well as a versatile poet. One cannot help wondering whether he was a
voice crying in the wilderness. Was he a lone figure, or were there
others like him? To what extent can he be used as evidence of a new
cultural flowering in Java dn the third quarter of the 15tth century?

There are several other works that could be considered here. The
first is the kakawin Dharmasünya. This is an interesting work which
contains instruction on philosophical subjects. The name of the author
does not appear to be mentioned, but the last two stanzas9 (20, 6-7)
contain calendrical elements. The year is expressed in a cryptic manner
that was misunderstood by Poerbatjaraka.10 The figure for the thousands
is 1, and for the hundreds 3; for the units it is 2, and for the tens it is
probably 8. This gives Saka 1382, or A.D. 1460. Assuming that this
reading is correct, we can see that the works of Tanakung were not
entirely alone.

The second is the kakawin Nirarthaprakrta, highly praised by Poerba-
tjaraka, who published it in 1951.11 lts contents are again of a philo-
sophical nature, relating to the perfecting of human life. The work
exists in only one manuscript, part of the bundie from Lombok also
containing the Nagarakrtagama and kakawin Kufijarakarna among
others. It has one colophon, which says that it was composed12 by a
Puputut Tanwringdeya (Student "Baffled") in Saka 1381, i.e. A.D.
1459, in a place called Kaficana, which Poerbatjaraka identifies with
a religious centre not far from Majapahit mentioned in inscriptions.
The use of a pen-name containing the word tan ("not") reminds us
of the poets Tantular and Tanakung.

The kakawin Dharmasünya is one of the works of. Old Javanese
literature that survived and was known in Java in later times. It is
mentioned by name in Winter's discussion of literature in Javaansche
Zamenspraken,13 and a manuscript dated 171514 has also survived.
This confirms a Javanese rather than Balinese origin for the poem,
as works written in Bali have never been known to find their way to
Java. The Nirarthaprakrta, on the other hand, is not known from later
times in Java. Neither of these two is discussed by Zoetmulder (1974),
as he does not classify them as "belles-lettres", aldiough they are without
doubt of some interest for the history of Javanese philosophical and
religious thought.

The works mentioned so far have all been written in a metrical
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system originally borrowed from India. The same period, however, saw
the rise of the kidung, written in indigenous Javanese metres,15 and it
is against the backdrop that has been sketched above that we have to
see the rise of the kidung literature.

The term kidung itself can lead to confusion, because in Modern
Javanese it refers to a specific kind of poem in which magical aims
are foremost,16 whereas in Bali the term refers to any poetical work in
Javanese using either the tëmbang tengahan or cilik, although it is true
that in some of these too a magical aim of some kind seems to be
present," and the ultimate origin of both will probably have been
the same.18 The word kidung is found in Old Javanese from the earliest
times, and in a number of places it is mentioned alongside kakawin
(or a synonym) in such a way as to suggest that there existed between
them a difference of genre.19 People are described as singing kidung
in various situations, and often with a musical accompaniment.

The earliest kidung to be clearly mentioned by name is Wukir Pola-
man.20 The Parara ton attributes this to King Jaya Katwang of Kadiri,
and says that he composed it in captivity in Ujung Galuh (the ancient
seaport of East Java) shontly before his death, presumably in 1294.
A work of this name has not survived, but it is mentioned in the poem
Malat (13, 73b) as having been sung during a wayang performance.21

The earliest extant kidung is Panji Wijayakrama-Rangga Lawe.22

This is written in tëmbang cilik. According to calendrical elements in
Canto 1, stanza 2, which were analysed by L.-C. Damais in 1958, it was
written ón 24th November 1334. Surprising though this may be, there
is little reason to question it. As Damais himself says, "On s'étonnera
peut-être de ce que Ie Roman de Rangga Lawe puisse remonter a une
date aussi haute. En fait, il n'y a rien d'extraordinaire a ce que les
aventures de Raden Wijaya aient frappe Pimagination des poètes et les
premières rédactions de sa 'Geste' peuvent fort bien dater de quelques
années après sa mort". However, "Nous ne prétendons donc nullement
que Ie texte du Rangga Lawe, tel qu'il nous est connu actuellement,
remonte au XlIIe siècle Saka, une version en macapat ayant bien
pu être modifiée au cours des siècles, mais il n'est pas exagéré d'admettre
que Ie noyau du roman et la tradition historique qu'il represente —
tradition qui ne semble pas dénuée de partialité —, dérivent directement
d'une Chanson de Geste de cette époque".23 So while we accept the
dating as that of the original composition — only a few decades after
the events depicted — it is also clear that the poem has been rewritten
at a later date. Such is common enough for kidungs, whether tengahan
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or cilik, but not customary for kakawins. The fact that the present
version is somewhat later is evident from the frequent mention of fire-
arms (bedil) in the battle scènes. (The occurrence of firearms is part
of a study being made of the cultural background of the kidung
literature.) Thus cultural information taken from this poem cannot
automatically be taken as applicable to the 14th century; in fact the
style is rather reminiscent of the Kidung Pamancangah, which seems
to have been written after the move from Gelgel to Klungkung around
1700.

There is therefore some evidence for the writing of poetry in tembang
cilik in the first half of the 14th century — but what about poetry in
the tembang tëngahan? It has always been assumed that there are no
means of dating this literature, so, to be on the safe side, scholars like
Pigeaud have put its origins at a later rather than an earlier date.24

It is curious that the few pieces of information that exist have been
ignored, perhaps a reflection of the general feeling that this literature
is a decline from the real classics. Disappointment with the kidung
literature is partly a result of the fact that the versions we have pre-
served in manuscripts today are of ten not in good textual order — they
sometimes give a slovenly impression, and this tends to deter prospective
editors and to blind them to the simple charms that the kidung can
possess, not to mention the cultural information that this poetry often
contains. The state of the manuscripts is perhaps a result of the fact
that copyists feit free to alter spelling, or even to rewrite passages, as
such alterations do not necessarily upset the metrical structure as they
undoubtedly would in the case of a kakawin, as well as the fact that
kidungs are not held in the same awe as kakawins. Once it has been
written down the text of a kakawin has the authority of holy writ that
no one would care to interfere with (this in answer to those who used
to hold that interpolations were made in kakawins or the text otherwise
deliberately corrupted).

A kidung in tëngahan metres that appears to contain a clue at the
beginning referring to its date of composition is the Panji Margasmara.
It begins with the words Ndan marmaning bramitamangun gita Srawa-
namasa windu ta(d?) dwiradanahut sitangsu . . ., which seems to mean,
"Now because of my perplexity (I) make a song (in) the month of
Srawana (in the year) dot-elephant-bites-moon". Giving these words
their usual value in chronograms, we get Saka 1380, i.e. A.D. 1458.
At the end of the work the author calls himself "he whose pen-name
is Këmuling Rat, Dyah Atapêng Raje", names not known from else-
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where. The language is normal Middle Javanese, and the text is in
reasonably good order. The Cod.Or. 4329 has a colophon telling us
that it was copied in Karangasem in 1811. Despite the title, this is not
a Pafiji story. This was already pointed out by Juynboll in 1907,25 but
his comments were ignored by Pigeaud, who classified it under "minor
Paüji romances".26 To illustrate this point and to give an impression
of the contente of the story, a summary is offered below. The numbers
refer to the cantos into which the poem is divided.

Kidung Pafiji Margasmara

1. The beautiful daughter of the Adhipati of Singhasari, Ken Candra-
sarij was destined by her parents to marry her cousin Jaran Warida, son
of the Abbot of the monastery (sang atunggu darma) of Kagënëngan,
but she was unwilling to marry him. Paüji Margasmara, son-in-law of
the Patih of Majapahit and a great gambler, was married to a beautiful
wife who died after only two months of marriage. He was distraught
and left home.
2. He came to Anjuri, Wëwëdon, Mëmëling and finally to Singhasari.
The malandang (man in charge of betting on cockfights) invited him
to place bets. On the day Tumpëk Kliwon the Adhipati and all his
womenfolk came to bathe in the pool in the Taman Kawidyadaren
(Garden of the Nymphs), where Pafiji Margasmara was staying. He
caught sight of Candrasari.
3. She read a kidung that P.M. had left behind in the pavilion
(mahari). In reply she wrote something from the Kidung Sawung
Galing on a slate (karas). Then left alone in the garden P.M. reflected
on the beauty of Candrasari and decided that he must have her. She
had also been impressed by him. Their servants established contact
between them.
4. He sent her a message that he would visit her in the night; she
read his letter. Her mother, Ken Pinatih, came and wanted to know
the reason why she was looking sad, but she would not answer.
5. She sent gifts back to him. Meanwhile P.M. was tuning a guntang.
He read the Kidung Sawung Galing that she had written. That evening
Candrasari was called by her mother to play music (agamëla) in the
moonlight (details of the music). P.M. had arrived and played the
samepa as accompaniment. On returning to her quarters she found
P.M. in her bedroom, and he made love to her.
6. Then they slept. He sang from the Kidung Rangga Wuni, and left
at dawn. Candrasari was reported to be unwell, so her parents came
hurrying to see her. Meanwhile P.M. was preparing his next move
(does this involve getting a gem on credit from the malandang'?).
7. He sent her a lotus containing the Kidung Jaran Sari; she sent back
flowers and food. When these arrived P.M. was carving an ivory kris-
handle. Later he went to bet on the cockfights. Jaran Warida was there
too. P.M.'s cock beat Jaran Warida's; they became good friends.
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8. It became known >tha-t a handsome new gambler had arrived in
Singhasari. He got an invitation from the Arya Dyaksa of Singhasari.
He was entertained, and the Kidung Raja Pangkaja was sung in turn;
P.M. performed (played?) the gupit. On his return he made his way
with presents to Candrasari, who was asleep. He sang "Mahisa Miring
ing Sarira", and they made love.
9. More lovemaking till broad daylight. The Arya (i.e. Adhipati) had
had a dream that hts daughter had died and rushed out followed by
her mother, but they found the door locked. Having been let in, her
father caught sight of someone making off. He was very upset and
decided to marry her off to Jaran Warida without further delay, but
she said she would rather die. A watch was put on her, but she sent
off a letter by her servant Sodama. P.M. had gone to the sanctuary
of the Old Woman of Gandamayi, and sent his servant Pangrupak to
find Sodama. Sodama arrived in Gandamayi, and P.M. read the letter
asking him to take her away to a quiet place. Sodama assured him that
the God of Love would favour them and a rendez-vous was arranged.
10. P.M. had received a sign from the divinity of Gandamayi in a
dream. He told Sodama of the depth of his feelings and sent back
a letter containing the Kidung Jayendriya. Candrasari then sent a
favourite box containing a quid of betel. With this P.M. set off and
came to Turen, and from there he went soudiward and came to
Wilantik. After four days he reached Kayu Puring and went to the
kategan (O.J. katyagan, hermitage), apparently with the aim of seeking
a blessing. Meanwhile in Singhasari Candrasari had undergone purifi-
catory rites, and in seven days Jaran Warida arrived with his father
as well as Ken Pisangan and Ken Brajawati.27 Pisangan went to visit
Candrasari.
11. The various ministers were invited and Candrasari was adorned.
She was brought out and conveyed in procession to Kidal, through the
ravine of Lamajang, to Padang and finally to Kukub. Her father was
received by the religious head; he chose the top ra te for the ceremony.
Candrasari would not eat; she was visited by Brajawati, who told her
about Panji Margasmara's background.
12. The religious officials would arrive the next day. In the morning
they all dressed and went to the jinah. Jaran Warida also came. They
worshipped (amuspa) and music was played on the këndang cina,
redêp and kacapi. Then Brajawati, Pisangan and Pinatih arrived for
the dancing in the witana. Jaran Warida had to take gifts of new
clothes (tigasan) to Candrasari himself. When he came she was writing
the Kidung Lunging Arsa. He tried to approach her, but she threatened
to stab herself. He realized that she was genuinely unwilling, and his
father advised him to accept it. The celebrations, however, went on
{redep and madeli mentioned). They then took leave to return. On
the way Sodama sang softly from the Kidung Manjangan Slëwang ring
Kaping Tiga. Meanwhile P.M. had continued his wanderings and had
written a lot of poetry. He sent off his servant Pakararas to find out
whether the Adhipati and his party had lef t Kukub yet. They were found
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in Palandungan, and Candrasari wrote a letter which was sent back.
13. P.M. was assured that she was not interested in Jaran Warida; he
sent her his slate. Her servants agreed to help. P.M. had been blessed
in his enterprise by the divinity of the hermitage. The next morning
Candrasari ate with her mother and father, apparently by way of
leavetaking. They were amazed at her beauty. They now set out to
view the sea, and there was discussion along the way. By the sea they
amused themselves, and Candrasari went away to sit down quietly.
14. When all the servants except for Sodama and Rineban had been
sent away, P.M. emerged from his hiding-place. They set off together
in a shower of rain and came to the kategan. When after the rain no
tracé of Candrasari could be found her parents were very distressed;
her mother imagined that she might have drowned herself. Jaran Warida
fainted, and there was no sleep for anyone that night. The head of
Kukub advised them to wait for three months, then they hurried back
to Singhasari. Meanwhile Pafiji Margasmara and Candrasari were
making their way through ravines and mountainous scenery.
15. They reached a pavilion overlooking the sea. P.M. sang the Kidung
Niraksara and also Jayendriya. They spent the night there. Then P.M.
led his wife on and on through the countryside. They reached Wante
and Pakararas went to the market to buy food. Then they came to
Gumuruh and Rabut Palah and turning northwards came to a bale
amegat sih (retreat?). There they played the gambang together and
spent the night.
16. Next morning he sang the Kidung Nagapuspa. Panji Margasmara
took leave of Candrasari to go to Palah and there he heard the news
that the king (also referred to as the "young" king, i.e. Crown Prince)
would be coming in two days. He was now at Sela Jëni. In Palar (sic)
P.M. betted on the cockfights. The king reached his panataran and
set up camp there. P.M. returned to Candrasari and on his way sang
Dangdang Gëndis. He found her amusing herself by the stream; they
made love.
17. For about eight days P.M. did not go betting. He then took leave
to go to the kahyangan rabut to worship the supreme god. This was
high on a mountain-top; there he worshipped at midnight in the hope
of winning divine favour. Returning the next day, he left again and
came to Manguri. There he betted again, but lost. He went again to
Palah, drawn by the thought of the young king. Reaching the panataran
he watched the musicians and was recognized by the Luwar(ak?) and
invited to join in. The king heard the fine playing and was informed
that Margasmara was there. He upbraided him for staying away so
long and brought him in to see his mother (the babu ina). She was
overcome to see him again. He was entertained by the king and his
uncle the Dëmung.
18. He spent the night there, but could not help thinking of Candra-
sari. The next day he related how he had fallen in love with her; then
his mother informed the Dëmung that he had carried off the daughter
of the Adhipati of Singhasari. P.M. was then borne off in procession
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bringing presents; Candrasari had been worrying about his failure to
return, when he appeared riding on an elephant. His mother was
delighted with her beauty. She was dressed in new clothes and Ken
Ugihan also came to see her. Ken Bayan said that she would go to
Singhasari to hand over panungkul (tokens of submission). Everyone
was then royally entertained and wished them well. They were taken
back to the king's quarters, the Dëmung following behind (as he knew
that P.M. was destined to become Patih Amangku Bumi Majapahit).
The king had been ingastren (inaugurated?). He was amazed to see
Candrasari.
19. Ken Pinatih was sad as she remembered the one who had died
(P.M.'s first wife, her daughter); she had a little boy (adopted?) named
Gajah Suryawa to comfort her. The king declared that if P.M. replaced
his father, the Arya of Gëgëlang, he would be too far away — when
he became king, P.M. would be Patih. They stayed there about a fort-
night and P.M. found great favour. After completing his religious
observances the king returned to Majapahit. Before long it turned out
that Candrasari was pregnant. Then P.M., Candrasari, Ken Bayan and
the others (but not the Patih) set out for Singhasari and arrived there
seven days later. In the fields they met Jaran Warida, but closed the
curtains. They stopped for a moment at the Taman Warapsari. Hearing
who the visitors from Majapahit were, Jaran Warida headed for the hills.
20. The couple dressed while the Dëmung went ahead to speak to the
Adhipati. Ken Bayan told him that Margasmara was coming to make
his submission. The Adhipati was glad to know that his daughter was
still alive. P.M. led her before her father and they were reconciled amid
festivities. The wedding was celebrated, people's pledges for their safety
were redeemed, offerings were sent to Kukub and Kayu Puring, and
P.M. went to worship at Gandamayi. (Reference to the malandang —
would P.M. give up betting altogether?)
21. He was still worried about Jaran Warida. The couple went to the
sanctuary to worship the Old Woman with various offerings. The witana
was decorated for dancing. Candrasari was dressed in a sinjang with a
scène from Subhadrawiwaha. Many village people crowded to Ganda-
mayi to watch her dance. After about three days the Adhipati went to
the mountains to call Jaran Warida. P.M. wondered whether he could
be married to Brajawati. Jaran Warida was on the holy mountain
Brahma at the Pangajaran ing Pitung Banjar. He was fading away with
shame and grief, waited on by his father and the Mahamuni. He could
not be persuaded to come. The Adhipati returned and met P.M. who
had followed him, so they hunted together.
22. P.M. stayed in Singhasari about a month and then returned to
Majapahit. He was given a house to the east of the Kadwijan facing
north. On the occasion of the wedding (whose?) in Bubat, P.M. was
ordered to become Patih, while the Patih became Arya Senapati. Jaran
Warida was summoned from the mountains by the king. When he
appeared before the king he was presented with Brajawati. They pro-
ceeded to the Kadëmungan, but the Dëmung was reluctant to come
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out and greet his new son-in-law. They were duly married, but after
five nights had still not been intimate, as she disliked him. After some
time he managed to win her over, and his father-in-law also became
fond of him. The king gave him the rank of Amanca Dëmung of
Kahuripan. He realized his debt to the Patih, and every day called
at the Kapatihan. P.M. made a fine Patih.

He had a daughter called Candrakawati; she would be married to
Gajah Suryawa. About two years later Candrasari had a son who was
named Panji Astrasari. Jaran Warida had a daughter called Ken Puspa-
rasmi. These two would later be married.

Closing apologies by the author.

The Kidung Pafiji Margasmara is thus set in the Majapahit period,
and much of the action occurs in the region of Singhasari in East Java.
The names Kahuripan and Gëgëlang, familiar from romance, are found
only incidentally in titles, and the name Kadiri does not occur at all.

This kidung is important for the cultural information contained in
it relating to literature, music and religion. About nine kidungs are
mentioned by name, although sometimes it is hard to decide whether
an actual title is meant. Some of these works are known from elsewhere,
and will 'be discussed shortly. The only kakawin to be mentioned is
Subhadrawiwaha. As this gives the name or title of the king under
whom it was written, Surawïryawangsaja, this could have interesting
implications for dating, but unfortunately the name has not yet been
found anywhere else. Music is a subject closely related to literature,
and the kidung gives some details on this too. Panji Margasmara, him-
self so accomplished in the arts, is depicted as related to the Dëmung,
so we get the impression that the Dëmung's concern for the arts, which
we have alluded to above, extended to his family. (Whether the story
tells about actual people and actual events in their lives is a question
that we cannot answer.)

On the subject of religion we find that the information of the kidung
is particularly revealing. For example, the role of Panataran (Palah)
as a centre of worship for Majapahit royalty is amply clear, in keeping
with what Supomo has told us about the Lord of the Mountain.28

Another religious centre, of importance for the Adhipati of Singhasari
in the story, is Kukub. This is also listed in the Nagarakrtagama as a
mandala and is often referred to in the Tantu Panggëlaran. Apparently
it was located somewhere in the region of Mt Hyang in East Java, to
the east of Singhasari. It would be worthwhile to try to find out how
many of the other places mentioned are either referred to in historical
sources or even still exist today. For example, Turen (Canto 10) is
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found in the inscription of Katiden (1392). The kidung also gives details
of religious observances that could not be included in the summary.
Only when the text has been edited and translated will it be possible
to get a really accurate idea of what it contains.

There are two more kidungs, shorter but nevertheless of some interest,
Üiat are also set in Majapahit and can be discussed here. These are
called Wargasari and Witaraga. The story of Wargasari is as follows.

1. The Abbot (astapaka) of Sapukul (Sagada) had two beautiful
daughters, called Wedarasmi and Narawati. There was also a young
man of Wëwëntih (Wëwëtih), an orphan named Wargasari, who was
much loved by his grandmother, Datu Nareswari. She urged him to
concentrate on spiritual things and to seek ordination from his grand-
father the Empu Padlëgan in Majapahit. So that night he took leave
and departed, accompanied by his servant, the dwarf Kukudon. He
took the main road and left Wëwëntih. Next morning he continued
ndrthwards. He passed Jirah, kept going east past Sila Panganten (?),
spent the night in Balëntik and reached Kamal in the morning. A cock-
fight was to be held in Sapukul, so he went there. The Abbot was
watching the proceedings and enquired who it was that was attracting
people's attention. The handsome newcomer was called by the Abbot
who recognized him as his nephew and said how fitting it would be to
have him as his son-in-law. Everyone was captivated with his good looks
and manners. He was brought home to meet the Abbot's wife.
2. Wedarasmi did not know that there was a guest, and when she came
home from the gardens her eye met Wargasari's and they feil in love.
The guest was entertained and the Abbot sounded him on whether he
would like to marry his daughter. Wargasari was delighted, and so the
next morning the necessary offerings were prepared and the couple
adorned. After the celebration the marriage was consummated. Ten
days later the Abbot went to visit the Darma (religious foundation) on
the 15th at the panilëman (day without moon) of Srawana, so Warga-
sari took leave of his wife. Inside the Darma among the women he met
Narawati and was struck widi her beauty.
3. On his return home he met Wedarasmi and, taking her into the
bedroom, made love to her. Later a message came from her parents
inviting him to come and dine. Now they had been happily married
for about two months. Meanwhile Narawati was secretly smitten with
love for Wargasari. She managed to send him a message in the form
of the Kidung Mayang Mëkar hidden in some betel requisites brought
to Wargasari by die servant Lumunglung, to whom he indicated that
he reciprocated her love. Wargasari was called by the Abbot, and on
arriving his eye met Narawati's, and so their love grew.
4. Wargasari was attended in the western pavilion by his wife, Weda-
rasmi. It was evident that she was pregnant; he made love to her. After
badiing and taking a meal, Wargasari went into the woods to shoot
birds. On his way back he took shelter from a shower of rain in the
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Bale Panjang. While he was diere, Lumunglung brought him a pandanus
bud inscribed with a piece from the Kidung Sawung Galing and signed
by Narawati. He wrote a reply and went back with the birds that he
had caught. Narawati read his Kidung Raja Pakaja and sent gifts.
5. By the light of the moon Wargasari was reading the Kidung Rara-
sati. He came to Wedarasmi, who was playing the melody Dangdang
Gëndis Sawit on the samepa, so he sang it. He gave her presents (men-
tion of a maru, co-wife - symbolic meaning?). He cared for her fondly,
trying to reconcile her to the f act that he would have to leave (?).
The Abbot arrived and wanted to know why his daughter was upset.
He would take Wargasari to see die Arya in Majapahit in the fifth
month (?).
6. But Narawati had become desperate and set off secretly with Lu-
munglung. By chance Wargasari came across her, so they set out east-
wards and came to Wawakul. The people of Sapukul were distressed to
find that she had gone and searched for her; the Abbot guessed that
Wargasari had something to do with it, and Wedarasmi was hurt at
being abandoned. Wargasari and the girl were put up for the night
by a Rabuyut, and he made love to her there.
7. They took leave and set out again, stopping from time to time.
While resting Wargasari asked her to write die Kidung Sawing Galing
on a pandanus bud. They moved dirough mountain scenery, and came
to the village of Sënët (a name?).
8. There they found a balyamegat hyun, where they spent the night in
love-making. The next day they passed through the village of Wudi,
and to the east climbed the slopes looking down on Majapahit. They
found a kalangun wesma (?) with the village of Simpar (a name?)
behind it.
9. There they enjoyed the view. Then they went north, and at 10.30
Narawati said she had a headache. Reaching Saren Wargasari could see
Bubat and suggested going to Lëmah Tulis, as he knew the teacher
there. Narawati said she could not manage it, so they sat down beside
a stream. Now the eldest son of the Arya of Sapukul, called Andaka
Lawu, was living in Sajabung as he had married die daughter of die
religious head there. He now found diem diere, and demanded to know
who diis was with his sister on his lap. They took no notice of his abuse
but set off again, and he did not dare to detain them. .They passed
through Banjaran Gëtas to Kumitir, and then nordiwards through the
suburbs (pakarangan paminggir).
10. At sunset diey reached Lëmah Tulis. The Abbot was delighted to
receive his lord's grandson. When the moon came up he took them to
die Kasogatan (presumably the residence of die head of die Buddhists).
After two days die Aryêng Padlëgan decided to retire in favour of his
grandson Wargasari. Wargasari set out for Sapukul to get his first wife,
leaving die second there. Reaching Sapukul, he told his father-in-law
that he had been to Majapahit; die western pavilion was empty, as
Wedarasmi was sleeping in the garden. He went to find her and then
comforted her. Two priests {bujangga) sent by his grandfadier came
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to negotiate with the Abbot. Then the whole family prepared to leave
for Majapahit, and Datu Nareswari from Wëwëntih was also invited.
They stopped for a moment at Pabaron, and arriving in Majapahit
went to the Kasogatan, where they were welcomed. Wedarasmi was put
in the western pavilion and Narawati in the eastern. They both produced
sons. Wargasari underwent the ordination of the Buddhists.

From this summary it will be clear enough that the story is a light,
romantic one, devoid of any didactic or philosophical passages.29 The
element of religion, however, is present in that Wargasari, a young man
of royal blood and also the grandson of the highest Buddhist official
in the capital, makes a successful career as successor to his grandfather.
His marriage to two beautiful girls (apparently his cousins), being
presented with one and running away with the other, in some way
represents a preliminary to this career. Being a skilful lover, and being
accomplished in the arts, especially literature and music, are qualities
to be expected in the ideal young man.

It is interesting that Wargasari is said explicitly to belong to the
denomination of the Buddhists, as this agrees with the evidence offered
by the place-name Wëwëntih, which is listed by the Nagarakrtagama,
in the form Wëti-wëtih, as a Buddhist foundation (76,4a). Lëmah Tulis
is also well known, from both the Nagarakrtagama and Calon Arang,
amongst others as a Buddhist centre. In Nag. 82.2a we read that since
the accession of King Hayam Wuruk (i.e. in 'the period 1350-65) a reli-
gious foundation (Dharma) had been established in a place called
Sagada by ithe Viceroy of Singhasari. This is without doubt 'the Sagada
or Sapukul mentioned in Wargasari. lts aotual location has not yet been
identified. Among the other place-names, some may be genuine, but in
other cases it is hard to teil whéther a name is actually intended.

The Kidung Wargasari does not appear to contain any elements
conveying a.date. One wonders whether its Buddhist tendency can be
linked with the fact that Buddhism is known to have been strong in
court circles in the second half of the 14th century, but we lack
information on the status of the Buddhist religion in 15th century
Majapahit.

The Kidung Witaraga opens with a father saying farewell to his son
in Majapahit, as he wished to leave for the mountains to devote his
remaining days to the religious life. He advised his son not to be neg-
ligent in performing his duties for the king. But the son was very
attached to his father and wanted to go too. However, the father pointed
out that everything in this created world is one in spirit,30 and that one
must clear one's mind of attachment and desire. His son agreed, and
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so he set out, just as the moon was rising, "as if calling him to go forth
and take refuge in a lonely hermitage".

He headed eastwards and made his way through various scènes of
natural beauty. At dawn he reached the foot of the mountains and
came across an abandoned kabuyutan. When the sun rose, all the birds
began to sing together. Climbing the ridge, he saw the fields just
becoming green, with jali, jawa and jagung along the edge. It was
almost the fourth hour (12 o'clock) when he came to a crossroads where
he found a pavilion looking down on the view. Here he stopped. He
could see a white sail fluttering, probably a ship heading for Canggu.
The lovely scène made him want to compose a poem, and just as he
was sighing over the difficulty of doing this, the hermits arrived on
their way back from the gardens carrying vegetables and firewood. They
sat down and asked where 'he came from. He answered that he was
from Majapahit, and was a servant {parepat) of the king called
Jayengahyun. His family was originally from Kadiri and he was a
nephew (pahulunan) of Arya Siddhi. He now wanted to live in the
mountains and be taught by the teacher there. He asked them to show
him. the way, as he did not know which turning to take. The teacher's
name was Waradwijeswara; they would conduct the guest to him next
morning. At sunset they reached the settlement (dukuh), where he was
entertained. Before going to bed, the Ajar enquired if he had the king's
approval and who would replace him. He replied that the king had
excused him on account of his age, and that he had a son named Këbo
Angrësyati who would take his place. He would now not mind dying
in the mountains, placing his trust in the path of righteousness.31 But
he was warned that it was no easy life, combatting the "six enemies".
For a long time they discussed how to make a success of the religious
life.

In the morning they retraced their steps, passing the fields, coconut-
palms and fruit-trees. The Ajar pointed out the various buildings making
up the establishment along the side of the hill. He also explained that
the crossroads was called Tarajon because the roads were formed like
a balance.32 They had almost reached the Batur Agung, the residence
of the spiritual head; the sweet-voiced drum-bird seemed to be wel-
coming him. The sage was seated in the Padewaran, having completed
his ritual bath. He enquired who the newcomer was and what he wanted.
He was then told that this was a man from Majapahit, a servant of the
king called Jayengrana,33 who wished to devote himself to the religious
life. The newcomer asked to be accepted as a pupil. They were enter-
tained with betel, brought on a tray borne by a cantrik. The teacher
warned him that life in the mountains would be quiet, compared with
the city. The guest was accommodated in the guest-room and provided
with a meal. After being there for some days he was given the name
Ajar Witaraga and was given secret instruction by the teacher on the
Trisamaya and Rwa Bineda. The essence of the latter is that joy and
sorrow, good and evil, although we perceive them as separate because
of our passionate natures, are in f act the same; the former is symbolized
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by the letters a, u and ma, which are combined in the syllable ung, and
which stand for stages in one's spiritual development.

He succeeded in mastering these doctrines and after that was sent
to make his own settlement; his teacher's blessing stayed with him, and
he really was "Witaraga", that is, he remembered to keep himself free
of passion. *

Apologies from the author, whose pen-name is Dibyajiiana, "Glorious
Knowledge": although he is very foolish and his work will not meet
with approval from those who understand the difficult language of
kdkawin and kidung, nevertheless he insists on imitating the pen-name,
for he does not resemble it in practice, but gives in to feelings of dismay,
and so forth. Such is the kidung "Witaraga in the Mountains", in the
metre Dëmung Sawit. (The colophon of Cod. Or. 3884 says that it was
copied in the village of Sampalan in 1843.)

Something that strikes one about this kidung is its freshness and
directness. It contains a simple story, descriptions of nature, and religious
teaching, all within the compass of only 37 doublé stanzas. The tale of
how Witaraga adopted the religious life in the mountains is a small
gem. It is set in Majapahit; the port of Canggu (on the Brantas) is
mentióned, but a place Tarajon does not seem to be known from
elsewhere — probably it is meant to be somewhere on the slopes of
Mt Penanggungan, not far to the east of Majapahit. We can teil that
the story is set in the early Majapahit period from the mention of
Arya Siddhi, who is said to have been an official before the fall of
Singhasari and again in Majapahit (e.g. in the Kidung Harsa-Wijaya,
where he has the job of clearing up in Kediri after the defeat of Jaya
Katong). The Kidung Witaraga contains no apparent calendrical ele-
ments for dating its composition, although the final stanza does seem
to display a play on words: ^ prapanca means "dismay", and the word
preceding it, anut, means basically "to follow, obey". This could be
taken to mean "to obey one's feelings, act in accordance with . . . ", or
"to follow in the footsteps of, be a follower of . . ." . As we know,
Prapanca was also the pen-name chosen by the author of the Nagara-
krtagama, and seeing that it is pen-names that are concerned here, it
seems likely that our author knew, or knew of, Prapanca, whose one
(very famous) extant work is daited 1365. This gives some support
for a dating within the next hundred years.

It is interesting that the three kidungs just discussed, apart from all
being set in Majapahit, all teil stories of journeys and all contain
references to religious establishments. There are no references to wars
or disturbances, and the main figures are men of peace. We get an
impression of tranquillity and prosperity, an atmosphere in which people
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could devote themselves to either the arts or meditation. Basing ourselves
on what little evidence is available, we tentatively propose to date the
composition of all three kidungs some time in the middle of the 15th
century.

There are two more short kidungs that should be brought into con-
sideration here. The first is called Dandang Gëndis Anom, and is
written in the metre Rara Kadiri. Only one manuscript is known,
Cod.Or. 3746(8), and the text is not in particularly good order. The
poem is lyrical and is addressed to Dandang Gëndis Anom, who is a
king and a great lover and poet, by the sweetheart he has abandoned.
The story is set in Kadiri, and this tallies with the fact that Dandang
Gëndis is another name for King Krtajaya, the last king of Kadiri,
who was defeated by Ken Angrok of Singhasari in 1222. The author
of the kidung uses the pen-name Diwyajfiana, a name that is virtually
identical with Dibyajnana, the author of the Kidung Witaraga. Thus
we have the possibility that they were written by the same author, in
the same period. Finally, one cannot help wondering whether the
abandoned sweetheart may have been the original Rara Kadiri, "Maid
of Kadiri", after whom the well known metre is named, seeing that
Dandang Gëndis gave his name to Dandang Gula, still one of the best
known macapat metres. Zoetmulder has shown beyond doubt in his
Kalangwan that the reigns of Krtajaya and his predecessor Srngga
represent probably the greatest period for the writing of kakawins, so
that it is not impossible that a memory of this literary florescence is
preserved here in the kidung literature.

Secondly we have the Kidung Jayendriya, which is known from a
nuraber of manuscripts in the Leiden University Library collection.
This kidung is a typical love-plaint, in which in well-worn style imagery
from the natural world plays a large part. In one manuscript (CB59),
Jayendriya is part of a bundie of kidungs in which all are supplied with
Balinese musical notation, showing how each metre is meant to be sung
in combination with the text, again clear evidence of the connection
between literature and music, as well as the popularity of Jayendriya
for singing. A further feature of this work is that it was without doubt
written in Java, as in the final stanza we read that it is dedicated to
the king of kings, the god in visible form, who "unites under his sway
both Janggala and Kadiri".30 Such a description could apply to any
ruler. of Majapahit — but not to a Balinese king. Now this has
implications for comparative dating, as Jayendriya was mentioned twice
in the Kidung Paiiji Margasmara, so that if the dating of this work is
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correct then this would mean that Jayendriya was written prior to 1458.
Another kidung mentioned in Paüji Margasmara and twice in Warga-

sari is the Kidung Sawung Galing. A kidung with the title Sawung
Galing Pasraman is found twice in Cod.Or. 3969 37 and seems to contain
riddles or puns on the names of plants and birds. One can only guess
whether this is the kidung being referred to. Panji Margasmara mentions
Dangdang Gendis, and Wargasari mentions Dangdang Gëndis Sawit;
perhaps the same melody or work is meant. And finally both works
mention a Kidung Raja Pangkaja.

Some of the names found in Panji Margasmara and Wargasari are
also found in other works. As examples, die Kidungs Harsa-Wijaya and
Malat mention Jayendriya, a melody Dangdang Gëndis, as well as the
Kidungs Dangdang Gendis Anom, Rangga Wuni (see Panji Margas-
mara), Rarasati (see Wargasari), and Ratna Pangkaja (cf. Raja Pang-
kaja in both Panji Margasmara and Wargasari). So diere is a certain
degree of consistency in the names of the works listed, although Panji
Margasmara is still the richest widi regard to die number of titles
given. A kidung by the name of Rangga Wuni has apparently not
survived, but this is another name for Wisnuwarddhana, fourth king
of Singhasari (1248-68), although we cannot teil whether there is any
link. Kidungs bearing tiie titles Rarasati and Raja (or Ratna) Pangkaja
have also still to be discovered.

These notes have aimed to show that it is still quite possible to
unearth new pieces of information and thereby to shed fresh light on
the history of Javanese literature in the Majapahit period. The origins
and development of the kidung literature have been neglected subjects,
but further study in this field can perhaps help us to appreciate the
qualities of the kidungs and their place wiüiin Javanese literature and
culture as a whole.

University of Leiden

NOTES
1 In his Java. in the 14th Century (Pigeaud 1960-63), Pigeaud not only

republished the Nagarakrtagama but also a number of "minor texts", in-
cluding Nawanatya, see Vol. I, pp. 81-86 and Vol. III, pp. 119-128.

2 If Nawanatya is from Sanskrit nava-natya, it would mean something like "the
nine dramatic arts", a meaning that fits in the context of Nagarakrtagama
91,8a.

3 Text: hawruhakna de sang mahyun angambaha rajya, apan yan ana(h)a
wwang tan wruha ring Nawanatya, tan yogya wehana ngambaha sajroning
pangastryan, inganana sayawining alun-alun, etc.
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4 Javanese speaks of a king in, not of, a place. For example, Majapahit is the
name of the place where the king of Java lived, rather than of a territory
with defined boundaries.

5 A summary can be found in Teeuw et al. 1969: 7-12.
0 This is contained in Cod. Or. CB 153.
7 In a long article entitled "Majapahit in the 15th Century", published in

BKI 134 II /III , 1978.
8 A short kakawin called Patibrata is also attributed to Tanakung, but the

language makes me doubt whether he could have written it. Pigeaud lists it
as a "major kakawin", although it is anything but major.

9 For the text, see Zoetmulder 1974: 487.
1 0 See Poerbatjaraka 1952: 54. éruti, "hearing", cannot be anything but 2, but

this is the figure for the units. The word for the tens is then probably padma,
"lotus", although this is unusual. I have been informed by C. Hooykaas that
a lotus is always depicted with eight petals, and as the value of the word is
more likely to be determined by its depiction than its sound, I have taken
it as 8.

1 1 In BKI 107, 1951, pp. 201-225.
1 2 Poerbatjaraka claims that the colophon refers to the original composition.

This idea is perhaps strengthened by the use of the word rinacana ("com-
posed") instead of e.g. sinurat ("written" or "copied"). The figures in the
date, he says, have to be read forwards, rather than backwards, as is usual.
A further oddity is that the words kancana and sthana both occur (although
separately), and are also found in the second colophon of the Nagarakrtagama
dated 1740, as the name of a place in Bali.

1 3 Winter 1911: 344 ff. It is attributed to Batara Panyarikan, and is said to
nyriyosakën sakatahipun ngèlmi buda, "convey all kinds of heathen teachings".

1 4 MS. NBS 95. This mentions a Pangeran Dipati Dipanagara, son of Paku-
buwana I (see Ricklefs 1978: 153), and not of Mangkurat IV (as Pigeaud
1967-70: II 739).

1 5 At least no one has yet pointed to a foreign origin for the kidung metres.
However, it is possible that the Indian vernaculars have not yet been examined
for parallels.

1 6 See Robson 1976: 78-80.
17 For example, the interesting Kidung Sang Satyawan begins with the words:

Satabya ta pukulun tan kabëtêng tulah sarik luputa ring ila ta ngong, manira
amit angidung... From this it appears that the author hopes to be preserved
from misfortune by writing the kidung. There are other instances like this.

1 8 See Robson 1971: 16-19.
1 9 However, in one example the verbal form from kidung means just "to sing":

hetunydn pangidung sapada rasa bhasa mutusi palupuy Dhananjaya (Arjuna-
wiwaha 35,3c).

2 0 I t is unclear whether the kidung buwun found in Sumanasantaka 29.1 and
130.2 is the title of a work or a kind of kidung.

2 1 The four stanzas referred to by Zoetmulder (1974: 154) are apparently not
available in the Leiden University Library.

2 2 For a summary of the story, see Zoetmulder 1974: 415-419.
2 3 Damais 1958: 57.
2 4 For example, Pigeaud (1967-70: I 23) says: " I n Bali, probably in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, a courtly form of macapat poetry was devel-
oped. Balinese, scholars of the nineteenth century called it also tëmbang tëng-
ahan . . .".
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2 3 See Juynboll 1907-11: I 227, "Hoewel de naam van dit hs. zou doen ver-
moeden, dat het tot den Pan/ï-cyclus behoort, is dit toch niet het geval".

2 0 See Pigeaud 1967-70: I 209. The manuscript that I have used is Cod. Or.
4329, transliterated in BCB prtf 11.

2 7 The family relationships of the characters are as yet somewhat unclear. I t
seems that the Dëmung was considered P.M.'s uncle because he was married
to Pisangan, who was the younger sister of Ken Bayan, P.M.'s mother. Braja-
wati was hls first cousin.

2 8 See Supomo 1972: 293.
2 9 Cf. Pigeaud (1967-70: I 200), who gives a misleading impression: "The hero

is a wandeling student who visits many masters in holy lore and in the end
reaches Majapahi t . . .".

3 0 Text: (6b) . . . angekatma sapinasuk ing rat kawastu.
3 1 Text: (23a) . . . suka matyêng wukir asilunglunga darma kasadun.
3 2 From Jav. taraju, "a balance, scales", i.e. T-shaped.
3 3 In meaning the same as Jayengahyun (above), "Victorious in the Strife".
3 4 Pigeaud (1967-70: I 202) reminds us, if that should be necessary, that there

is no connection between this Witaraga and the Modern Javanese work
Mintaraga. I t is true, however, that the word witaraga does occur in the
kakawin Arjunawiwaha (4,7d).

3 5 Text: (37b) Wasa anirwakën parab pan ordngirib i lakunya anut prapanca
kapancaran tvoas prihatin pancawisaya anaput tan sputatara ning gita tan
gitanên sang singgih anampur-nampuri sang wruh //.

3 0 Text: Lawan sang hyange sang wusman (?) mwang dirgayusaning sang prabu
nataning nata wyaktinira n dewasakala mangekatwakën Janggala Kadiri tulusa
cakrawarti jayêng satru wredya sakula-santananira langgënga siwinën ing
bumi //.

3 7 Pigeaud (1967-70) does not mention this under any heading in Vol. I, but
lists it in Vol. I I : 173, under LOr 3969.
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